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IN THIS REPORT

ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN 2018 AND 2019

With deep gratitude to our individual supporters, foundation partners and agency
partners, Arizona Land and Water Trust continues to celebrate over 40 years of
protecting Southern Arizona’s western landscapes, farms and ranches, wildlife
habitat and the waters that sustain them. We hope you enjoy our annual report
and thank you for the accomplishments over the last year in land and water
conservation.

 Protected over 1,212 acres of working landscapes in Southern
Arizona including completion of the multi-year Sopori Ranch project,
which in total permanently protects over 2,500 acres of this historic
property
 Implemented our first irrigation infrastructure improvement project
on the Lower San Pedro River, broadening our Desert Rivers
Program’s water transaction tools and securing over 970 million
gallons for the environment since 2012
 Secured over $5.5 million from our agency partners including the
Department of Defense and USDA-Natural Resources Conservation
Service for land conservation
 Awarded accreditation renewal from the Land Trust Accreditation
Commission, continuing our commitment to professional excellence
and maintaining the public’s trust in our work
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ABOUT THE COVER
The Legend: Plan of the Presidio of San Ignacio de Tubac in the Province of Sonora, located
at 32 degrees and 3 minutes latitude north, and 252 degrees and 24 minutes longitude
counted from the Tenerife meridian. Explanation: A. Captain’s house; B. Guardhouse; C.
Cemetery; D. Church begun at the expense of the captain. Note: all of the building materials
of this presidio are adobes. Scale: two hundred fathoms.
Joseph Ramon de Urrutia was born in Spain in 1739. After joining the infantry in
1755 he studied at Military Academy of Mathematics in Barcelona. As a member of the
elite Royal Regiment of America, he volunteered for service in New Spain in 1764. He
accompanied Marqués de Rubí as cartographer on the Marqués’ inspection tour of the
Provincias Internas and its presidios on the northern frontier. Urrutia drew 22 plans
of various presidios and towns visited on the 1766–68 inspection. His originals have
survived in the British Library. Rubí recommended six new presidios, to protect travel
and commerce, as well as the agricultural settlements established by the Spanish. These
defensive locations would be developed by the Americans nearly 100 years later. Urrutia
would go on to become Captain General of all Spanish armies.
Courtesy of British Library
Sopori Ranch Project (David Barnes)
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THE MATTER OF AN OWL
In 1997 Chris McVie and her husband Doug were living
quietly in the Ironwood Forest near Cortaro Farms Road and
Thornydale in rural northwest Tucson. A rare owl – the
cactus ferruginous pygmy owl – also residing in the
Ironwood Forest, was soon listedas federally endangered.
The listing led the Pima County Administrator to launch a
community-wide planning process, led by Maeveen Behan,
that resulted in the Sonoran Desert Conservation Plan. Chris
worked strategically with community and agency leaders to
support a process that resulted in an implementation
strategy funded by a $174 million voter-approved
conservation bond. The bond was used to protect ranches,
farms, parks, springs, creeks and open space.
THE FLOWING HEART OF THE VALLEY
The Santa Cruz River holds a special place in the
imaginations of many Tucsonans. Flowing from headwaters
in the San Rafael Valley north through the Santa Cruz River
Valley to the Gila River (after a dip into Mexico near its
source), the Santa Cruz was first explored by Europeans
when Father Kino and Captain Manje traversed it during
their explorations of the area beginning in the late 17th
century. They described where Río Santa María Suamca (as
the Santa Cruz was known then) sinks into the sand and
then rose up to the surface again, and the rich and fertile
fields that the Sobaipuri O’odham maintained through canal
irrigation. One place it was described as being perennial
was near the S-cuk Son, present-day Tucson.
Due to the demands put on the river, the Santa Cruz
stopped flowing in Tucson in the 1940s. In June 2019 a
multi-agency effort resulted in a restored flow through
releases of reclaimed effluent into the river at West
Silverlake. Unexpectedly, rather than a 10-foot wide flow
that might reach 50,000 feet to West Mission Lane, over the
next several days the renewed river ran more than two miles
to Speedway Boulevard and in places widened bank to
bank. Hundreds of Tucsonans came to the river to watch the
water flow and celebrate the revival.
10,000 ACRES IN ALTAR VALLEY
The Rowley families have ranched the Rancho Seco and
Santa Lucia since the 1950s. The ranches span 13 miles
east to west and six miles north to south. Pima County
expressed interest in conserving the ranches in the late
1990s. After several years of discussions with the Trust the
Rowleys sold the ranches to Pima County – using the 2004
Sonoran Desert Conservation Plan bond funds and marking
the county’s largest single private acquisition.
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SPRINGS OF INSPIRATION IN A DESERT
LANDSCAPE
The story of the Arizona desert is, in many ways,
a story of desert springs. And springs are often
the conduits of human communication, as Ernest
Burrus notes in his beautiful monograph on Father
Kino’s Southern Arizona maps from the early 18th
century, “The rivers are referred to as means of
communication between peoples. . . . Even the
water holes are marked with the same psychological
attitude.”
In Southern Arizona springs are magnets. Overlaid
on this 1859 map are stories of people devoted
to protecting the stunning and resilient lands
and waters that surround us. Some stories are of
working landscapes, some of education, some on
policy and some simply of people gathering around
springs.
The stories are foundational resources, building a
future of replenished waters, healthy lands and a
living heritage.
From the Pimas villages to Fort Fillmore. From U.S. War
Department, Explorations and Surveys for a Railroad
Route from the Mississippi River to the Pacific Ocean.
(Washington, 1859); https://www.loc.gov/item/98688427/

THE LAST MAJOR, FREE-FLOWING UNDAMMED RIVER
The San Pedro River is the last major, free-flowing
undammed river in the American Southwest. Protection
efforts for the San Pedro have been underway for decades.
One of the most significant conservation assemblages
occurs between Cascabel and Mammoth with a high
concentration in eastern Pima County. Protection of the Six
Bar Ranch, A-7 Ranch, Bingham-Cienega Preserve, Buehman
Canyon Preserve, M Diamond Ranch, Tesoro Nueve and part
of the Bellota secure a large swath of watershed protection.
A PATCHWORK OF PRESERVED LAND
Dennis and Deb Moroney ranch the 47 near McNeal, Arizona
where Abbott Spring offers a rare water source in the Mule
Mountains. The 47 Ranch sits in the Rio de Bavispe Watershed
which drains eventually into the Sea of Cortez in Mexico. In
2007 the Trust protected Abbott Spring and nearly 1,000
acres of the 47. Since then the Trust has added Sandhill Farm
(part of the historic Cowan Ranch), Tornrose Farm and San
Ysidro Farm to the protected lands that drain directly into the
Whitewater Draw Wildlife Area.
ANOTHER PATCHWORK OF PRESERVED LAND
La Cienega Creek has supported human settlements for
more than 40,000 years. Early European visitors noted its
abundant grasslands and expansive marshy areas (cienegas).
Despite extensive grazing in the 19th century, much of the
health of the grasslands has remained, although the cienegas
are largely gone. In the 1980s a group of conservationists
decided to preserve the heart of the cienega rather than
see the land lost to housing. This started a chain reaction of
conservation efforts that eventually saw thousands of acres
preserved by several agencies and non-profit organizations
including the January 2001 creation of the Las Cienegas
National Conservation Area by George W. Bush.
THE MARVELOUS MESQUITE BEAN
Despite the fame of the now largely vanished Great Mesquite
Forest (or San Xavier mesquite bosque), the mesquite has not
always been well respected in Southern Arizona. Its presence
away from riparian areas has been associated with degraded
landscapes. With increased interest in native plants and seeds
– especially with the work of Gary Nabhan – the mesquite
tree and its beans are enjoying revived reputation. This year
more than 70 community leaders, tribal officials, scientists,
ranchers, mesquite artisans and health officials from 12 states
in Mexico and the United States have ratified the Mesquite
Manifesto proposal. Training courses will bilingually teach
borderlands citizens the skills of fine woodworking with
mesquite, mesquite pod milling for flour, mesquite honey
production, bee management and mesquite coppicing for
range management.
Arizona Land and Water Trust – 5
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La Cienega Ranch (Flickr - BLM, Bob Wick)

ARIZONA LAND AND WATER TRUST - Tom Sheridan, University Of Arizona
I’ve been involved in collaborative conservation for more than twenty years
now, and just about everywhere I’ve worked, Arizona Land and Water
Trust (Trust) has been there as an essential partner. Yet many of its greatest
accomplishments are unknown to the general public, and perhaps even to
many of its own supporters. That’s because the Trust works quietly, behind
the scenes, to protect Southern Arizona’s open spaces and biodiversity. It
doesn’t engage in polemics or confrontation. It doesn’t practice conservation
by lawsuit. Instead, it moves under the radar, bringing landowners and
conservation organizations together to conserve land and water that otherwise
would be sucked into the maw of the rampant urban, suburban, and ex-urban
development destroying so many places in our state.
One of the keys to the Trust’s success is its commitment to working landscapes.
As any conservation fundraiser will tell you, there’s never enough money to set
aside the land and water we need to carry out conservation on a large landscape
level. Nature preserves like our national parks are one tool in the conservation
toolkit. But they also come with social costs, including the displacement of
local people who may have worked those lands for generations. Many species
require enormous areas to thrive as healthy, genetically robust populations.
Nature preserves alone can’t get that job done.
And that’s where working landscapes come in. But what do I mean by
“working landscapes?” Working landscapes are places where people still make
a living off the land while preserving wildlife habitat, wildlife corridors, and
ecosystem function. Most of the rural West is composed of working landscapes
on both public and private lands. National forests and Bureau of Land
Management (BLM) properties are dedicated by law to multiple use, including
grazing and forestry as well as recreation. In Arizona, for example, nearly 44
percent (31.8 of 72.7 million acres) of the surface is controlled by the federal
government. That includes national forests (11.4 million acres; 15.7 percent),
BLM lands (12.8 million acres; 17.5 percent), national parks (2.4 million acres;
3.4 percent), and Department of Defense (DoD) reserves (3.6 million acres;
5 percent). Grazing is permitted on all but the national parks and DoD lands.

Native nations hold an additional 27 percent of Arizona as reservations in an
uneasy trust relationship with the Department of the Interior; tribal members
are allowed to graze those lands as well. The Arizona State Land Department
manages an additional 9.2 million acres (13 percent) of State Trust Lands for
13 beneficiaries, particularly K-12 education. Although those lands can and are
being auctioned off for commercial and residential development, their most
common source of revenue is grazing permits. Ranching is therefore the most
land-extensive industry in Arizona and across much of the West (Sheridan
2012; Charnley et al 2014).
That makes the private land owned by ranchers an extremely rare and valuable
commodity: a prime target for real estate speculators. Only about 16 percent
of Arizona is privately held. Most ranches in Arizona and the West are mosaics
of land tenure. Fee-simple holdings, which often originated as homesteads,
constitute a small portion of most working ranches. The rest is made up of
federal grazing allotments, State Trust Land grazing permits, or both. But
private parcels tend to be the most well-watered and biologically diverse; when
much of the West was federal public domain, settlers homesteaded along rivers
and streams or around springs. Much of the ex-urban development of Arizona
occurs on former ranch lands after ranchers sell off their deeded parcels.
Keeping working ranches in business is therefore the best and cheapest way to
protect open space and conserve biodiversity. And that’s what Arizona Land
and Water Trust does best. Whether directly or in partnership with other
entities like Pima County, the Trust works with ranchers who want to keep on
ranching, or pass on their ranch as a ranch, not a subdivision, after they retire
or die.
One of the Trust’s most enduring and successful partnerships is with Pima
County and its visionary Sonoran Desert Conservation Plan (SDCP). In
1997, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service listed the cactus ferruginous pygmy
owl (Glaucidium brasilianum cactorum) as endangered. Much of the tiny owl’s
critical habitat was in the ironwood forests northwest of Tucson, the fastest
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Babacomori Ranch (DJ Glisson)

growing part of Pima County. That meant that any new development, private
or public, had to jump through the regulatory hoops of the Endangered Species
Act (ESA) on a case by case basis.
The County therefore decided to apply for a Section 10 permit under the ESA,
which required the development of a Habitat Conservation Plan (HCP). The
plan has to specify how the permittee will minimize and mitigate impacts
on the covered species, and how it will pay for those mitigations. In return,
U.S. Fish and Wildlife issues an Incidental Take Permit, which protects the
permittee from being prosecuted for harming the species or degrading its
habitat in the course of carrying out lawful activities.
But rather than simply applying for an HCP for the pygmy owl, Pima
County decided to go bold and seek a Multi-Species HCP for all species,
listed or otherwise, that might be harmed by development in the future.
Several hundred volunteer scientists and land managers spent the next several
years hammering out a “biologically preferred alternative” that would ensure
“the long-term survival of the full spectrum of plants and animals that are
indigenous to Pima County through maintaining or improving the habitat
conditions and ecosystem functions necessary to their survival.” The result was
Pima County’s Conservation Lands System, which encompasses nearly two
million acres of land.

Las Cienegas National Conservation Area (Flickr - BLM, Bob Wick)

All of us working on the Sonoran Desert Conservation Plan knew the County
would never be able to afford to purchase so much land. So priorities had
to be established, and this is where the Trust played a critical role. In 2002,
Diana Freshwater, Executive Director of the Trust at the time, sat down with
Rob Marshall, Director of Science for the Arizona Chapter of The Nature
Conservancy. Together, they evaluated private and State Trust Lands within
the Conservation Lands System and developed primary and secondary Habitat
Protection Priorities. These included about 525,000 acres and exemplified the
“highest conservation values in eastern Pima County.”
Two years later, 65 percent of Pima County voters approved a Conservation
Acquisition Bond of $174.3 million dollars. After lengthy debate, the
Ironwood Forest (Flickr - BLM, Bob Wick)

Conservation Bond Advisory Committee, of which I was a member,
determined that at least 75 percent of those funds should be spent on Habitat
Protection Priorities, no matter how remote those lands were. By the same
token, no more than 25 percent could be spent on “Community Open Space”
such as viewsheds around metro Tucson. Together, the Trust and The Nature
Conservancy helped shape the most ambitious land-use program in the United
States, making sure that the Sonoran Desert Conservation Plan reflected the
best conservation science available at the time.
After the passage of the Open Space bond, I was appointed to the
Conservation Acquisition Commission, which made recommendations to the
County about how to spend those funds. This was at the height of the real
estate boom, when land prices were escalating by one percent a month. The
Commission also learned that speculators were paying four to twenty times the
appraised value of State Trust Lands near Phoenix and Tucson. The value of
ranches that came up for sale also skyrocketed, with most of the value wrapped
up in the development potential of their private parcels, not their value as
working cattle operations.

Huerfano Butte, Arizona (Wikipedia, $1LENCE D00600D)

Over the next five years, every major ranch that came up for sale in Pima
County was purchased by the County, not speculators. The County then
signed management agreements with the former owners to keep on running
the ranches as working cow outfits. Because of the Open Space bond funds,
192,274 acres – 45,707 acres in fee title, 146,567 acres of federal and state
grazing leases – have been protected from suburban or ex-urban development.
And in most cases, the negotiations leading up to purchase of those ranches
were carried out by the Trust – without fanfare or publicity, under the radar.
Ranchers are notoriously private about their business. It took a deft and patient
touch to successfully bring these negotiations to conclusion. That deft and
patient touch is what the Trust is all about.
But they work on their own as well. In 2007, about a decade after buying the
47 Ranch near McNeal in Cochise County, my old grade-school friend Dennis
Moroney and his wife Deb placed conservation easements on three
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Dennis and Deb Moroney (The Moroneys)
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320-acre parcels that originated as homesteads. They did so because “A realestate mortgage is a tough burden for a bunch of cows to drag around”, and
money from the easements allowed them to pay off what they owed. The
Moroneys sat down with the Trust and carefully crafted the agreement, which
also included funds from a Landowner Incentive Program from U.S. Fish and
Wildlife granted to the Arizona Game and Fish Department (Moroney 2014).
Whether in concert with partners like Pima County or with individual ranch
owners like the Moroneys, the Trust preserves wildlife habitat and ecosystem
function while also keeping working ranchers on the land.
When I first plunged into conservation politics in the late 1990s, polemics
and polarization were the order of the day. Ranchers and some environmental
organizations were at each other’s throats. Lawsuits and countersuits poisoned
relationships, and it seemed like conservation had turned into a zero-sum
game. You either won or you lost. Collaboration was a dirty word.
Luckily, enough of us got sick of the antics and decided to mobilize what
some call the “Radical Center” by seeking common ground among ranchers
and conservationists. One of our mantras paraphrased Bill Clinton’s political
advisor James Carville: “It’s land fragmentation, stupid.” The Trust has been
a key partner in the creation of the collaborative conservation movement in
Southern Arizona. Hundreds of thousands of acres in the region have been
protected from development. Remember that the next time you drive through
Prescott Valley or Payson or Pinetop-Lakeside, where real estate speculation has
sliced and diced so much wild and beautiful country into strip malls
and subdivisions.
References
Charnley, Susan, Thomas Sheridan, and Gary Nabhan. 2014. Stitching the
West Back Together: Conservation of Working Landscapes. Chicago: University of
Chicago Press.
Moroney, Dennis. 2014. “Integrating Diversified Strategies on a Single Ranch:
From Renewable Energy and Multiple Breeds to Conservation Easements.” In
Stitching the West Back Together, ed. by Charnley et al, pp. 227-239. Chicago:
University of Chicago Press.
Sheridan, Thomas. 2012. Arizona: A History. Revised Edition. Tucson:
University of Arizona Press.

Remembering Patricia O’Rielly Pettis

Arizona Land and Water Trust honors the life and legacy of Patricia “Pat” Pettis,
who passed away May 31, 2019. Pat was a lifelong philanthropist and wife of
Charles “Chuck” Pettis, her husband of 66 years and member of our Board of
Directors. She was extremely grateful to have been born a Tucsonan and into a
Tucson pioneer family - the Lees on her mother’s mother’s side and the descendants
of Peter Rainsford Brady on her mother’s father’s side - and blessed to have a twin
brother, Richard B. “Buck” O’Rielly. She also cherished desert life and championed
its preservation through her support of the Trust, among many other local
charities.

Remembering Joseph “Joe” Broadbent Philbrick

The Trust also honors the life and legacy of Joe Philbrick, who passed away
September 21, 2018. Joe left a legacy of land and water conservation with
generous support of the Trust and through his role as an environmental steward.
Joe grew to love his newly adopted Tucson home and delighted in introducing
family to the Sonoran desert, including the important work toward restoring
water flow in the Santa Cruz River and teaching them about the unique
vegetation in the region. In the words of Lynn Philbrick, Joe’s wife, “With his time
and his resources, Joe strove to make this earth healthier and more life-giving.”
The Trust has directly experienced the significant impact Pat and Joe made on
their friends and family and continues to receive an outpouring of support in
their memory. As a tribute to both, these gifts ensure their legacies live on and
that future generations have the opportunity to experience and cultivate a deep
appreciation for the beauty of our desert home.
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One botanical authority has stated that
Chiricahua National Monument contains a greater range of
plant life than any area of equal size in the country.
Natt N. Dodge, Arizona Highways 1943, originator of the sky island concept
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DESERT RIVERS PROGRAM UPDATE
Having worked with agricultural producers for over 40 years, Arizona
Land and Water Trust understands the critical role that farmers and
ranchers play in the stewardship of our desert waters. Leveraging
funding from private and public partners, the Trust offers landowners
the opportunity—and the financial incentives—to support their
local rivers and streams. Completely voluntary, market-based water
transactions provide landowners with the flexibility to choose how
to use their water, and where and when to conserve that water, in any
given season.
Launched in 2007, our Desert Rivers Program was established to
restore desert streams and rivers in the Upper Gila, Lower San
Pedro and Upper Santa Cruz watersheds. In March 2019, Trust staff
and Board of Directors met to review the program’s achievements
and lessons learned, and to chart a direction forward that furthers
the Trust’s holistic approach in each of the focus watersheds. Local
collaborations and incentive-driven agreements continue to be central
to the Desert Rivers Program. Over the past year the Trust has worked
to develop both—strengthening and building new partnerships while
expanding the depth and variety of water transaction tools available to
landowners.

infrastructure to a modern, water and energy efficient system to further
support local water supplies, critical habitat and rural livelihoods.
Through a third water transaction in the Lower San Pedro Watershed,
Desert Rivers Program staff continue to work with the Arizona Game
and Fish Department to establish native, perennial pasture on 100 acres
of formerly high water-use cropland. Once fully established, the fields
will provide habitat for wildlife and pollinators and, over the course of
four years, will conserve an estimated 231 million gallons of water for
the San Pedro River system.

Water Transactions with Agricultural Landowners

Partnering directly with interested landowners, the Trust incentivizes
agricultural water-use practices that reduce pressure on local
surface water and groundwater supplies. For example, the Trust has
implemented two short-term water transactions with Double Check
Ranch in the Lower San Pedro Watershed. The first agreement supports
the conversion from traditional pasture crops to native grasses, a
strategy that will supplement intermittent flows in a critical reach of the
river by more than 17.5 million gallons over three years. The second
agreement involves converting the aging, leaking irrigation
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Cactus Ferruginous Pygmy-Owl (Getty Images - jocrebbin)

Coati in the San Pedro River (Flickr, Charles Miles)

Double Check Ranch (ALWT)
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FIELD TRIP SEASON 2018-2019
Each year the Trust invites our supporters and friends into the
field to explore current or future land and water protection
projects while also hearing from our landowner and agency
partners.

11.
8.

12.
9.

Field trip attendees enjoy a walk to Sopori Creek.
Guests watch Sandhill cranes fly into the Whitewater Draw.
Alice Schlegel takes blossoms home from Buckelew Farm.
Trust Project Assistant Janelle Gaun and her mother and
grandmother experience the Lower San Pedro River.
5. Field trip attendees hear from Dennis Moroney about
conservation efforts on the 47 Ranch.
6. Trust staff Janelle Gaun, Colleen Iuliucci, Liz Petterson and
Bailey Kennett enjoy a sunny day at Buckelew Farm.
7. Janine Hernbrode teaches our group about Hohokam
cosmology and the patterns in petroglyphs found at Cocoraque
Butte.
8. Field trip attendees view the many petroglyphs found at Signal
Hill in Saguaro National Park as Janine Hernbrode explains
their history.
9. Liz Petterson introduces guest speaker Amy McCoy along the
Santa Cruz River at Tumacacori National Historical Park.
10. Land and Water Program Manager and Stewardship
Coordinator Cameron Becker picks a sunflower for Georgiann
Carroll at Buckelew Farm.
11. Guests stop to observe Hohokam rock art as they head up
Signal Hill.
12. Arizona Game and Fish Habitat Evaluation and Lands
Program Manager John Windes introduces Rancher Greg
Vincent, owner of Jojoba Beef, at the Triangle Bar Ranch.
1.
2.
3.
4.
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ANNUAL SAGUARO CIRCLE 2019
In April the Trust celebrated our 13th annual Saguaro Circle
gathering below the cottonwood trees along the Sopori Creek
at the Amado Territory Inn. This year, we were joined by guest
speaker Gary Nabhan. Our Saguaro Circle event provides
the opportunity for our Board of Directors and Staff to
thank supporters and friends like you while reflecting on the
accomplishments you help make possible.

9. 11.

1.

9.

10.

11.

Saguaro Circle attendees learn about the importance of
sustaining local agriculture and our region’s biodiversity
from guest speaker Gary Nabhan.
2. Donna Russo and Hyatt Simpson enjoy drinks and hors
d’oeuvres with friends.
3. Ivy Schwartz and Anne Yoshino enjoy a conversation
under the cottonwoods.
4. Lollie Benz Plank and Board President Diana Freshwater
find time to visit.
5. A display is made of guest speaker Gary Nabhan’s
published books.
6. Board member Peggy Rowley listens to Board member Bill
Roe’s questions for Gary Nabhan.
7. Board member Laura Brown and her husband Arch Brown
intently listen to guest speakers.
8. Executive Director Liz Petterson greets guest Nancy Cook.
9. Attendees learn about the importance of sustaining local
agriculture and our region’s biodiversity from guest speaker
Gary Nabhan.
10. Board member Les Corey, guest speaker Gary Nabhan and
supporter Diana Hadley enjoy each other’s company.
11. Board member Nanette Pageau enjoys the event with her
husband Steve Pageau.
All Photos: Martha Lochert Photography
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FROM OUR SUPPORTERS
We are so impressed with Arizona Land and Water Trust and
have been supporters of them for a long period of time. We are
very, very impressed with some of the future directions that the
Trust is proposing to pursue. We encourage other people to get to
know Arizona Land and Water Trust better because there’s a great
deal to learn. –Dr. Carlos “Kent” Campbell and Liz Campbell,
Supporters
The day trip to Santa Cruz was beyond extraordinary! This was
my most interesting, informative and stimulating organized trip I
experienced in Arizona in the past ten years. Your organization is
and will continue to make a difference and move the needle. We all
need you. We will return for more. –Allan Koritzinsky, Supporter/
field trip attendee
Five or six years ago we learned about the Trust. Since then, I’ve
learned just how much their effort is going into protecting the desert.
They’ve really exceeded any of the hopes I’ve had for what can be
done. We wholeheartedly support them and look forward to seeing
what they do in the future. –Bill Grimes

PLANNED GIVING
Your Lasting Legacy

Arizona Land and Water Trust is honored by the generosity of those who leave a gift
through their estate. You can have a powerful impact by including us in your will or trust.
Consider leaving a gift to ensure that Arizona’s land and water is preserved for generations
to come.
The following language is provided to assist you as you make your private plans for a gift.
Please share this with your attorney, accountant, trust officer or financial planner. Please
note, it is merely offered as an accommodation and not an offer of legal advice:
“I bequeath __________ (rest and residue, percentage, or amount) to Arizona Land and
Water Trust, Inc. (Tax ID # 86-6148507), a not-for-profit organization, with its principal
offices located at 2810 North Alvernon Way, Suite 600, Tucson, Arizona, 85712, for its
ongoing efforts to preserve Southern Arizona’s working landscapes and desert rivers.”
You can become a member of our Legacy Circle simply by informing us of your intention
to leave a gift. To learn more please contact Colleen Iuliucci, Development Coordinator, at
ciuliucci@alwt.org or (520) 577-8564. Thank You!

It’s a great group, with just a few people that do an amazing amount
of work. We’re very happy to be a part of it. –Anne Yoshino
We are incredibly grateful to the Trust for the work they do to protect
Arizona’s rivers and streams. –Ivy Schwartz and Kathy Altman
We believe that well managed land can give back more than it
consumes. Working with the Trust has enabled us to migrate to
a native perennial pasture that improves soil health and is better
able to absorb and retain precipitation, reducing our reliance on
irrigation and lessening our demand on the San Pedro River system.
–Paul Schwennesen, Double Check Ranch
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Vermillion Flycather at this year’s Saguaro Circle Event (Martha Lockhert)

BILL ROE: ATTORNEY AND FRIEND OF CONSERVATION - Diana Freshwater
Bill Roe, along with his wife Alice, has been on the front lines of protecting
Southern Arizona’s key conservation assets for over 40 years. Many
conservationists working here in the last several decades have benefited from
Bill’s insights and guidance. Through the years he has served in leadership roles
for a range of non-profits including the Arizona State Parks Board, The Nature
Conservancy of Arizona, the Arizona League of Conservation Voters, Tucson
Audubon and the Arizona Democratic Party. These hard working organizations
have helped preserve well-recognized gems in Southern Arizona – changing the
conservation map of our region. Bill has been directly involved in expanding
the conservation map of Southern Arizona by working to protect the San
Rafael Ranch, Kartchner Caverns, Muleshoe Ranch, Aravaipa Canyon, Tucson
Audubon’s Mason Center and the San Pedro Riparian National Conservation
Area with Governor Bruce Babbitt.
Bill first came into the Trust’s orbit as an early board member. After helping
to pass the Pima County Open Space Bond of 2004 he chaired the county’s
Conservation Acquisition Commission during implementation of the nationally
acclaimed Sonoran Desert Conservation Plan. Between 2005 and 2014, the

Commission oversaw the expenditure of nearly $174 million in publicly
authorized bond funds to acquire key conservation lands in eastern Pima County.
Bill joined the Trust’s Board of Directors for a second time in 2001, shortly after
I became the Trust’s first full-time Executive Director. He quickly became a key
advisor during our transition from an all volunteer land trust to a fully staffed
organization. Between 2001 and 2010 the Trust protected the Santa Lucia, Sopori,
Triangle Bar, Canoa, Six Bar and M Diamond Ranches, along with Buckelew Farm
and other important conservation properties.
When I asked Bill why he continued to contribute his time, resources and
expertise to the Trust, he said, “The Trust is known for its relationships with
agencies, farmers and ranchers—they trust us—and when we’re done with a
project you can see the results. That is rewarding.” Bill’s on-going board service
reflects the Trust’s essential role in securing priority conservation lands and waters
in Southern Arizona. We are fortunate to have Bill and Alice Roe investing their
time and expertise to protect Southern Arizona’s stunning western landscapes for
all residents, present and future.
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Laura Brown
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Fritz Jandrey
Pat Lopez, III
Nanette Pageau
Karen Riggs
Bill Roe
Peggy Rowley
Bill Shaw
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Thank you to these partners who give generously of their considerable talents:
Mary Huerstel
Brian Bateman
Ann Audrey
Will Murray
John Brady
David Barnes
Tom Sheridan
Candy Denman
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Clyne Ranch (DJ Glisson)

Vermillion Flycatcher at this year’s Saguaro Circle Event (Martha Lockhert)

Mature saguaro cactus fruit (Getty Images- AZCat)

Arizona Land and Water Trust is proud to have been awarded accreditation
in 2013 and accreditation renewal in 2019 by the Land Trust Alliance
Accreditation Commission. Of the 1,363 land trusts across the country, the
Trust is one of only 422 to have received this recognition, demonstrating
sound finances, ethical conduct, responsible governance and lasting
stewardship. In 2016 the Trust received the National Land Trust Excellence
Award from the Land Trust Alliance, our national organization.
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Babacomori Ranch (DJ Glisson)

Arizona Land And Water Trust
2810 N. Alvernon Way, Suite 600
Tucson, Az 85712
Phone: 520.577.8564
Fax: 520.577.8574
www.alwt.org
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